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 what is dyslexia

 impact of dyslexia – positive & negative

 strategies to help at school & with homework

 support at university

 assistive technology solutions

 recommended books

What will this session 

cover?



 Study more intensely.

 Do larger amounts of reading. 

 Produce longer, more complex pieces of written 

work. 

 Independently organise study & revision 

schedules. 

What greater 

challenges do I face?



 Weakness in auditory short-term memory.

 Weakness in visual short-term memory. 

 Weakness in visual tracking skills.

Is dyslexia more than 

poor reading?



 We are born with these abilities

 Weakness in auditory short-term memory.

 Weakness in visual short-term memory. 

 Weakness in visual tracking skills memory.

 These are learned skills
 reading.

 spelling. 

 writing.

How did this happen?



 Auditory short-term memory

 to remember something just heard.

 telephone number

 an instruction

 something teacher just explained

 when quickly reading through a text & trying to remember & 

understand what you have read. 

 Structuring lengthy pieces of written tasks.

What do these abilities 

mean?



 Auditory short-term memory (cont.)

 Keeping track in your mind of tasks to be done.

 Trying to speak in a succinct way. 

What do these abilities 

mean?



 Visual short-term memory

 to remember material just seen and need to keep in your mind for a 

few moments.

 diagram

 a map

 written instructions

 words you just looked at when reading a text

What do these abilities 

mean?



 Visual tracking

 Ability to look at a series of words or numbers and see the components 

(i.e. Letters or figures) in the right order.

 If slow and inefficient, you won’t be able to

 Get words or numbers quickly into your visual short-term memory so

 Find it hard t understand what you just read

 Need to read things several times to completely understand

What do these abilities 

mean?



 Visual tracking (cont.)

 Poor visual tracking can also result in

 Losing your place when reading

 Reading numbers or letters the wrong way round

 Mis-reading or mis-sequencing numbers and letters

 despite as despise

 cast as cats

What do these abilities 

mean?



Working 

memory  is 

like a clip 

board

Smaller 

capacity



Speed of processing

information

The dyslexic 

route



 anxiety

 lack of confidence

 poor self esteem

 despondency

 anger

 confusion

 embarrassment

What emotions do 

dyslexics feel when their 

dyslexia not recognised & 

supported?



 take responsibility

 ‘own’ your dyslexia

 understand your strengths

 understand your difficulties

 know how you learn best

 access appropriate support

When will my emotional 

state improves?



This is how I learn best ...



This is how I learn best ...



What type

of support is 

available?

How do I 

get it?

When do I 

get it?



What type of support 

is available?



What type of support  

is available?

ASSISTIVE 

TECHNOLOGY



 Screen Reader

What type of support  

is available?



 Screen Reader

What type of support  

is available?



 Mind Mapping

What type of support  

is available?



 Voice Recognition

What type of support  

is available?



 Digital Recorder

What type of support  

is available?



 Non Medical Helpers

 Notetakers

 Readers

 Specialist mentors

 Dyslexia tutors

What type of support  

is available?



 Support session may include;

 Time management

 Organisational skills

 Reading skills

 Note taking

 Planning assignments

 Proof reading techniques

 Develop awareness of learning styles

What type of support  

is available?



 Other Allowances

 Extended library loans

 Exam Arrangements

 Extensions for coursework

What type of support  

is available?



How do I get it?



 Apply for DSA (Disabled Student Allowance) 

How do I get it?



When do I get it?



ESSENTIAL READING

 Bridging The Gap – a guide for DSAs



USEFUL READING

 Dyslexia: A Teenager’s Guide by Dr. Sylvia 

Moody



USEFUL READING

 Dyslexia: Surviving and Succeeding at 

College by Dr. Sylvia Moody



USEFUL READING

 The Study Skills Handbook by Stella Cottrell



Anything else?







sharongoldieuk@yahoo.co.uk

07847 934164

Questions ...
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